This paper presents an adaptive anticipatory synchronization based method for simultaneous identification of topology and parameters of uncertain nonlinearly coupled complex dynamical networks with time delays. An adaptive controller is proposed, based on Lyapunov stability theorem and Barb alat's Lemma, to guarantee the stability of the anticipatory synchronization manifold between drive and response networks. Meanwhile, not only the identification criteria of network topology and system parameters are obtained but also the anticipatory time is identified. Numerical simulation results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The research on complex networks, from natural to manmade ones, pervades almost all scientific and technological fields. Mathematically, complex networks can be described as graphs composed of nodes representing individual units that are linked by edges denoting physical or functional connections. Among various problems in the study of complex networks, topology identification is a significant one. This paper investigates the topology identification of the uncertain complex networks with unknown parameters, nonlinear coupling and delays in states and coupling, which are not fully considered in the existing research. Moreover, in the previous widely used auto-synchronization-based method, the stability of the complete synchronization (CS) manifold will be destroyed because of the existence of time delays in real systems. As a result, the estimation of the unknown topology and parameters will be practically impossible. In this paper, the proposed novel adaptive identification approach is based on anticipatory synchronization (AS), that is, the states of the response system synchronize with the future states of the drive system with an adaptive determined anticipatory time, which is much more practical. Numerical simulations are given to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
The research on complex networks, from natural to manmade ones, pervades almost all scientific and technological fields. Mathematically, complex networks can be described as graphs composed of nodes representing individual units that are linked by edges denoting physical or functional connections. Among various problems in the study of complex networks, topology identification is a significant one. This paper investigates the topology identification of the uncertain complex networks with unknown parameters, nonlinear coupling and delays in states and coupling, which are not fully considered in the existing research. Moreover, in the previous widely used auto-synchronization-based method, the stability of the complete synchronization (CS) manifold will be destroyed because of the existence of time delays in real systems. As a result, the estimation of the unknown topology and parameters will be practically impossible. In this paper, the proposed novel adaptive identification approach is based on anticipatory synchronization (AS), that is, the states of the response system synchronize with the future states of the drive system with an adaptive determined anticipatory time, which is much more practical. Numerical simulations are given to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Complex networks, which successfully describe many natural and man-made systems including gene network, neural networks, World Wide Web, and communication network, to name but a few, have gained growing attention in the past decades. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Various issues in complex networks have been investigated, such as analysis of network dynamics, [2] [3] [4] small-world and scale-free characteristics, 5, 6 and synchronization of large-scale complex networks with certain types of topology. [7] [8] [9] [10] Recently, topology identification for complex networks is emerging as an attractive topic of research because of its essential role in lots of complex networks. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Since a complex network is composed of a large number of interacting nodes, it is clear that small perturbations in system parameters of nodes may dramatically change the cooperative behavior and network features. 21, 22 Moreover, due to the finite speed of signal transmission over a distance, time delays ubiquitously exist in complex networks, 23, 24 such as neural networks and communication networks. Therefore, simultaneous identification of topology and parameter for uncertain complex networks with time delays is of theoretical and practical importance.
Thus far, a few methods have been proposed for topology identification of complex networks. These methods can basically be divided into two categories, i.e., perturbationbased 12, 13, 17, 19 and synchronization-based 11, [14] [15] [16] 18, 20 ones. In the former category, researchers design various controller to drive the complex dynamical network with unknown topology to a steady-state, and then, by means of small perturbation, transform the identification problem to solving a large linear equation. In the latter category, researchers consider the complex dynamical network with unknown topology as a drive system, and construct a response system and design a controller to make the states of the response system synchronize with that of the drive one. During the process of synchronization (CS, 11, [14] [15] [16] 18 lag synchronization (LS), 20 or AS), the unknown topology can be identified. Most of the aforementioned methods assume that (i) parameters of nodes are known a priori, (ii) the nodes of complex networks are linearly coupled, or (iii) there exists only instant (at time t) or delayed (at time t À s) information communication between nodes. However, all these assumptions are not the usual cases in real-world networks. Moreover, the CS-based method requires complete synchronization between current states of the drive and response system, which will be practically impossible because of the presence of time delays during the signal transmission. On the contrary, in many applications, 27 and neuronal systems. 28 Thus, AS has attracted a great deal of attention. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] However, to the best of our knowledge, AS-based topology identification technology has not been fully studied.
Motivated by the existing works, in this paper, using adaptive control techniques, we propose an AS-based approach to identify unknown network topological structure and system parameters for general uncertain delayed nonlinearly coupled complex dynamical networks. Based on Lyapunov stability theorem and Barb alat's Lemma, 37 adaptive identification rules are proposed for the nonlinearly coupled networks with node and coupling delays. During the AS process, not only the topology and parameters but also the anticipatory time are identified, which makes our approach much more practical.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces some useful mathematical preliminaries. Section III presents the main theory for the identification of network topological structure and system parameters for nonlinearly coupled uncertain complex dynamical networks with delays. After that, in Sec. IV, a network of Hindmarsh-Rose (HR) neuronal models 38 is used to illustrate the effectiveness and reliability of the suggested technique. Finally, Sec. V draws the conclusions.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Consider the following uncertain dynamical complex networks consisting of N different nodes which are n-dimensional dynamical units:
where
and a i 2 R m i Â1
for i ¼ 1; …; N are the state vectors and unknown system parameter vectors of the i-th node, respectively. f i ðx i ðtÞ;
is a known function of the i-th node dy- In the following, we denote x s ¼ xðt À sÞ and omit the time variable t whenever no confusion may arise.
Suppose that uncertain quantities in the i-th node dynamic systems can be expressed linearly with respect to unknown constant parameters a i , then rewrite system Eq. (1) as
i Þ 2 R nÂm i are known functions of the i-th node dynamics.
We now introduce some assumptions and lemmas that will be required throughout this study.
Assumption 1: The functions g ij ðÁÞ and h ij ðÁÞ are Lipschitzian, that is, for any vectors x, y 2 R nÂ1 , there exist nonnegative constants L gij and L hij for i ¼ 1; 2; …; N such that
Hereafter, the norm jjxjj of vector x is defined as jjxjj ¼ x T x. Assumption 2: There exists a nonnegative constant M such that
Remark 1. Note that the assumptions 1 and 2 hold as long as @F @x (here, F denotes g ij , h ij , or f i ) are uniformly bounded. 39 Almost all well-known finite-dimensional chaotic and hyperchaotic systems, such as Chua's circuit, hyperchaotic L€ u system, generalized Lorenz system, and neuronal systems such as FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) and HR models have the form of Eq. (2), which meet the conditions of assumptions 1 and 2.
Assumption 3: Time-varying delays s i ðtÞ and s i j ðtÞ are differentiable and satisfy 0 _ s i ðtÞ l < 1 and 0 _ s i j ðtÞ g < 1, respectively, where l and g are constants.
Clearly, assumption 3 is certainly valid for constant sðtÞ. Lemma 1. For any vectors x; y 2 R nÂ1 , the matrix inequality 2x
T y x T x þ y T y holds. Definition 1. Two systems of complex networks are said to be AS if lim t!1 jjyðt À s d ðtÞÞ À xðtÞjj ¼ 0 for a positive anticipatory time s d ðtÞ, where x and y are the system states of the drive and response complex networks, respectively.
The main goal of this paper is to identify the unknown or uncertain coupling strengths a ij and b ij (for i; j ¼ 1; …; N), namely, its network topological structure, and all unknown system parameter vectors a i (for i ¼ 1; …; N) of its node dynamical systems.
III. GENERAL THEORY
In this paper, we consider system Eq. (2) as a drive network, and construct another complex dynamical network called the response network with actual control as follows: See proof of Theorem 1 in Appendix.
IV. EXAMPLE
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method in topology and parameter identification of complex networks, we consider a network consists of 5 non-identical HR neuronal systems 38 with instant electrical coupling and delayed chemical synaptic coupling
where x i1 are the membrane potentials, x i2 are associated with the fast current Na þ or K þ , and x i3 with the slow current, for example, Ca 40 g e and g s are electrical and chemical synaptic coupling strengths, respectively. The reversal potential V s > x i1 ðtÞ, i.e., the synapse is excitatory. The sigmoidal function Cðx j Þ ¼ 1=f1 þ exp½À10ðx j À H s Þg describes the synaptic coupling function. The matrix (a ij ) describes the electrical coupling, while the matrix (b ij ) describes the synaptic coupling.
In T , n ¼ 3 and N ¼ 5. As is well-known, failures in components of a dynamical system can be represented by abrupt changes in the system parameters. Similarly, repairs of the failed components and system reconfigurations also cause abrupt changes in the system parameters. 41 Taking the neuronal system as an example, in the pathological condition, the coupling between different neurons may become stronger or weaker than that in normal states. 42 Motivation for applicability of our method to a large class of realistic problems, we consider system models with abrupt (but infrequent) parameters changes in the simulations. That is, when t < 1500, for i; j ¼ 1; …; 5, we set the system parameter Figs. 1-3 at t ¼ 1500 when the drive system undergoes abrupt parameters changes anticipates the dynamics and parameters changes of the drive system. This implies that the proposed approach can be applied for online "anticipating" of the network topology and system parameters. Fig. 4 shows the time series of the anticipatory time s d which tends to a constant as time evolves. The identification is very successful. Thus, the numerical simulations illustrate the effectiveness of Theorem 1. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a new method based on adaptive anticipatory synchronization to simultaneously identify the unknown network topological structure and system parameters of uncertain general complex dynamical networks with nonlinear delayed coupling. According to the Lyapunov stability theorem and Barb alat's Lemma, the proposed method guarantees the stable anticipatory synchronization between drive and response systems, and thus ensures effective identification of the unknown network topological structure and system parameters. This method also has the ability to dynamically anticipate the parameters and topological structure. Moreover, it operates in anticipatory synchronization, and the anticipatory time is simultaneously identified, which makes it superior than the previous methods that always require a complete synchronization. 11, [14] [15] [16] 18 The simulation results have demonstrated the validity of the proposed method.
As in many previous studies, 11, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] 20 to keep things simple, we also assume that all the states of each node are completely available, in principle, which is not practical for the case in which only partial state variables of partial nodes are accessible. For example, in neuronal networks, usually only the membrane potentials can be measurable. The perturbation method 12 works only for the network that automatically reaches a stable stationary state, which fails for network systems with complex dynamical behaviors (e.g., chaos). Although the delayed feedback based steady state control method 19 accomplishes topology detection using only one state variables of each node, its main disadvantages, including careful calculation of control parameters, influence of dynamical behavior of systems, and inability to time-varying topology, limit its applications. On the contrary, our method does not have these limitations and can be extended to practical applications by combination with nonlinear state-observation techniques. As verified by many theoretical and experimental results, the unscented Kalman filter (UKF) is powerful in state estimation of nonlinear system. [43] [44] [45] An UKF aided AS-based method for topology identification is under our investigation. We are grateful to the editor and reviewers for their valuable comments and suggestions. We would also acknowledge the support of Tianjin University of Technology and Education (Grants Nos. KYQD10009 and KJ11-04).
APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof. Denotex i ¼x
Then, the error dynamics is described as
In order to guaranteex i ðtÞ ! 0;ã i ðtÞ ! 0;ã ij ðtÞ ! 0,b ij ðtÞ ! 0, and s d ðtÞ ! s Ã d as t ! 1, consider the following Lyapunov function candidate: 
From assumptions 1, 2, and Lemma 1, one gets 
noting assumption 3 and denoting eðtÞ ¼ ðx 
Obviously, the right part of the above inequality is bounded since both V(0) and V(t) are bounded according to Eqs. (A2) and (A9). Therefore, eðtÞ 2 L 2 . Moreover, eðtÞ is bounded, so eðtÞ 2 L 1 . According to Eq. (A1), _ eðtÞ exists and is bounded for t ! 0. Thus, it follows from Barb alat's Lemma 37 that lim t!1 eðtÞ ¼ 0. Then, one has lim t!1 _ x i ðtÞ ¼ 0 andx 
where i ¼ 1; 2; …; N. Thus, one hasã i ðtÞ ! 0;ã ij ðtÞ ! 0, andb ij ðtÞ ! 0 as t ! 1. 39 It implies that the unknown or uncertain system parameter vectors a i and coupling matrices A and B can be successfully identified using updating law Eq. (5) in the process of anticipatory synchronization between the drive and response systems.
This completes the proof.
